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ABSTRACT

It is estimated that the number of children is 5 in every 100 pupils in primary school are potentially dyslexics in Malaysia. Dyslexia is a one types of Learning Disability which affects abilities in reading, spelling and writing. These issues increase motherhood experiences which subsequently give negative effects to mothers' life such as physical health, psychological health and social relationship. However, those experiences are often found in literature from Western countries with other various conditions. To date, there is lack of literature regarding Malaysian mothers experience in raising children with dyslexia. The aims of this qualitative study are to illuminate the challenges, coping strategies and hopes of mothers' experiences in raising the children with dyslexia using a phenomenological approach. Data were collected from twenty mothers who have children with Dyslexia located at Dyslexia Association Malaysia (DAM) centre. Semi structured interview were conducted. The verbatim transcripts were analysed by using six steps Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA). Five super-ordinate themes emerged that describes the mothers' experiences. The super-ordinate themes are, i.e., "Difficulty yet enduring" and "Self perseverance" relating to challenges "Never mind, I will finds my ways" relating to coping strategies, "There is always improvement" and "I wish ..." relating to hopes emerged in this study. The present study has revealed experiences and knowledge that should be addressed by health professionals such as occupational therapy to construct an effective intervention to mothers raising a child with Dyslexia. The findings provide a deeper understanding to the occupational therapy to support mothers or families effectively.
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CHAPTER ONE:
INTRODUCTION

1.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents the background of the study, problem statement, aims, specific aim, research questions, conceptual framework, significance of the study and definition of terms. The background of the study explains some review from previous studies, the details of which will be explained in the literature review in chapter 2. However, the background of the study is able to give an idea and overview about this study. Problem statement explains the issues concerned and the gap of this study. This is followed by aims, specific aims and research questions which need to be answered in this present study. The adapted KAWA model (Iwama, Thomson, and Macdonald, 2009) was used as a conceptual framework in designing the interview guide. The details of how the KAWA model is appropriate to this study are also explained. Meanwhile, the significance of this study also explains the current needs of this study. It is also supported by previous studies to provide the rationale for conducting this study. Last but not least, definition of terms is also provided for terminologies used in this study.

1.2 BACKGROUND OF STUDY

1.2.1 Dyslexia Definition

Dyslexia is one of the types of Learning Disability and has been classified under Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) (Friend, 2005). It comes from an ancient Greek word which the word ‘dyslexia’ has been separated with ‘dys’ which refers to ‘difficulty with’, while ‘lexis’ refers to ‘word’. The attributes of people who have dyslexia are having difficulties in reading, speaking, listening, and writing (Rosana, 2009; Lemperou, Chostelidou, and Griva, 2011). Those difficulties usually affect children in their learning process, for example having poor handwriting, imprecise oral reading, and